
The art of making Ping-Pong tables is now combined with innovation, 
functionality and the most exquisite luxury.

Therefore, using new materials and forms, from ENEBE 
Sport Group is changing the traditional Ping Pong tables, 
turning out to be the most innovative models of the Group.

The two tables of the RAM Collection 2016 that will be 
shown at the exhibition of this new edition of the ICFF 
(International Contemporary Furniture Fair) -one of the 
most prestigious and luxurious international fairs in the 
world of interior design- will be the following ones:

Grand Elegance Glass and Grand Elegance Krion.
The second model was developed in colllaboration with 
PORCELANOSA Group: the KRION is a 100% natural 
material that o�ers a solid surface of new generation. It has 
a warm touch and it is used for the first time to produce 
Ping-Pong tables.

RAM is not what you see, is what you get. It is simply much 
more. The idea of bringing the Ping Pong table to a living 
room, an o�ce or a meeting room led ENEBE Sport Group to 
blend the sport with other common uses of a table. The 
result, after a long research process with di�erent recyclable 
materials, is a path to an imminent future. The company 
commissioned renowned Spanish industrial and interior 
designer Francesc Rifé, to create a series of flawless concepts 
for contemporary Ping Pong tables with a twist. Winner of 
prizes such as: Contract World, Spanish National Awards of 
Ephemeral Architecture EMPORIA, the Red Dot, ICFF Editors, 
FAD and several ASCER awards, Rifé exceeds typical design. 
He goes beyond the conformity of what exists and doesn’t 
limit himself for creating pieces using standard materials.

ENEBE Sport Group presents the most sophisticated Ping-Pong table on the market:

RAM, GRAND ELEGANCE LINE

The special features match with high design and allows the piece to also act as boar-
droom or dining table when play is o�. It is a spectacular aesthetic for a table, both 
interior and exterior, including a dim backlight to give a touch of style and elegance, 
essential characteristics that required the most demanding markets.

Focusing on the R & D the new RAM Collection 2016, Grand Elegance Line is desig-
ned and produced to last for generations. ENEBE Sport Group has carefully chosen 
materials based on several important criteria: strength and durability, beauty and 
sustainability.

Truly a piece of art, the center of attention in any room.


